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1 Introduction 

While the reference.·antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulator compounds of high-Tc superconduc
tors (HTSC's) are well understood'in terms of2~dimensional (20) isotropic Heisenberg model 
the nature of anomalous spin-dynamics in the doped samples still requires prop~r unde!stand· 
ing (1]. ' 

One of the simplest models invoked to describe the HTSC's. is the t .- J model, which 
contains the essential physics of Cu02 planes in the superconducting cuprates. The t - ./ 
(or its extension t - t' - J) model is the low energy, effective model obtained from the 
Hubbard model by projecting out doubly occupied sites. As a result the t - J model is 
formulated in terms of the so-called Hubbard operators (HO's), which are neither Fermi nor 
Bose operators. This particularity makes it difficult to treat the t - .] model within the 
conventional field-theory methods. . 

The various approaches, e.g., slave-boson (2, 3] or slave-fermion (4, 5, 6] methods and 
diagrammatic technique for HO's (7], have been used to study the spin dyna~ics within the 
t - J model. In the slave-field approaches the local constraint is usually replaced by the 
global one restricting the validity of the approach .. Wberea.~ in any approximation formulated 
in· terms of HO's the constraint of no doubly occupancy can be rigorously preserved. 

Recently in Ref. (8] the diagrammatic technique for HO's bas. been used to calculate 
the spin susceptibility within the Larkin· equation [9] for the t _: j model. However, in 
the pa~ticular case J = 0 (corresponding to U -:-+ oo limit of the .Hubbard model) the 
contribution from the irreducible part in the denomiitator of.Larkin equation (see Eq. (9) of 
Ref. [8]) vanishes, which indicates that the so-called kinematical interaction· is not properly 
taken into account. 

In the present paper we st.udy, the dynamical spln susceptibility for the t ~) model- by 
applying memory function technique [16J in ter~ of. HO's·which has been applied recently 
for calculation of the optical conduet.ivity for this model [10]. We show that there exist 
two different in nature contributions to .the memory function. Th" first one is due to the 
kinematical interaction aurl 'tomes from the particle-hole excitations in· the itinerant hole 
subsytem. \Vhile the second on<> ·comes from the localized spiw fhtctuations due to the 
Heisenberg interaction. The existence of these two contributions explicitly shows that there 

'is a cornpetitiou J,etween itinerant and localized magnetism.a~ it has been pointed out in 
RPfs. [7. 8] and observed experimentally (see, e. g. Ref. ·[11]). . 

It is found that. the low energy (w-:-+ 0) spiri dynaniics has a.diffusive character, While 
in the high energy limit (u; -:-+ o:x; ) the spin-wave-like excitations are regained. The mean
til<~<l-like (:\IFL) expression obtained earlier [12] by Kondq and Yamaji's (KY's) theory (13] 
is recovered in this limit. ' . 

The paper is organized as follows. ·Inthe riext section·we·for~ulate the t- j inodel'. 
in terms of HO's. In Sec. :J , the general formalism of the memory funCtion approach is 
presented and within the mode coupling approximation the.' memory function is calculated• 
The self-consistency of the presented approach is discussed in Sec. 5.' Sec. 6 summarizes our 
main results. In the Appendix ~he expression for static spin susceptibility is derived. 
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2 The model 

The Hamiltonian of the t - J model reads 

H = H, + HJ = L t;iX[0 XJ" + L J;i{ S;Si- !n;ni}: 
1 

, .. .. 4 
_ '" t,;,u t,J 

( 1) 

The first term .in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) describes ail electron hopping between the 
nearest (t;j = t) and nex:t-nearest (t;i = t') neighborl~ttice sites .• The second ter~ d~scribes 
the exchange interaction of localized spins S; between the ne~rest neighbor sites {J;i = J). 
The HO's in Eq. (1) are defined as 

X ali I' }(''./31 _ i = z,a t, (2) 

for three possible states at the lattice site i 

li, a) = li, 0}, li, a), (3) 

for an empty site and for a singly occupied site by electron with spin a: In the t - J model 
only singly occupied sites are retained and the completeness relation for the HO's reads as 

X 00 +I; X'!"= i 
'I < q . t ~ • ' •. · 

i 
(4) 

Th~ spin ~n4. densityoper.ators in Eq~ {1) are expr~ss~d bY: HQ's as 

.S" X"a s• . 1 "' .X"" . "'X"" 
i = i , i = 2 L.J.u ~· , _ ni = L......t i _..\ 

a a·· 

(5) 

wh~re fr = _;._ The HO's obey .the follow_ing multiplication rules 

Xf!3 xt = 8;i8p-;Xf5 (6) 

and commutarion relations 

[ XfJJ x]"] ± = a;i ( a13 ,Xf5 ± 8oaX?JJ) ._ (7) 
. ' . . . . . 

In Eq.(7) the upper sign stands for the case when both HO's are Fermi-like ones (as, e. g., 
X?u).' The spin and density operators (5) are Bose-like and for them the lower sign in Eq.(7) 
should be taken. The HO's are neither Fermi nor Bose operators, the are projected operators. 
These unconventional commutation relations (7) makes impossible to treat the model within 
the' conventional diagrammatic technique. To use the latter one needs to introduce slave 
particles with the constraint-of no doubly occupancy. While in the treatment within the 
HO's· the Nnstraint is automatically fulfilled. Therefore we treat the problem in terms of 
HO's and use 'the memory function formalism to determine the dynamical spin susceptibi,lity. 

3 Memory Function_. 

3.L GeneraL Form<llism 

The dynamical spin susceptibility is defined as 

X"(w) = -((S~IS,;-))w =- I;e-i"R''((S(ISn)w, {8) 
Ri1 

• '·""''•1! ... ,.,...'1 .. --""" ... - ... ~ . 

. }1 .. ,~,\;:~·:;;;; :!~i~::: ~ 
'· • 'f. 2 
~. ~.!Z!!:lc.::::i~~~::: ::.: 
1 t•l-'i""'"'•'·H·'•.· 1 t".fr.::O t,;,·~:t.:.::~·~o;; 

............... ~ · .... ;..,...,...~ 

I 
\ 

::... 
' 

i 
./: 

) 

Where R;i = R;- Rj and ((AIB}}w denotes. t?e fourier transfo~med tw<r.t,ime ,retan!ed 
commutator Green function (GF) (14, 15] . . .: . . .· ... · 

((AIB}}w =.-if' dte•w'((A(t),B]}, (!J) 

where1mw :>o, A(t) = exp(iHt)Aexp(.,-iHt), and (A~} derotes,the <;quilibri!tm statis,tical 

average. 
: In the paramagnetic state with zero' sublattice. magnetization an average of the commu

tator ((St, Sj]} = 28;j(Si) equals zero. Since just this quantity enters a.~ an initial condition 
(t = 0) in the equation of motion for the GF (8),' it Is more convenient to cot"trm:t· t.he 
self-consistent equation for the Kubo-Mori relaxation function (see, e.g., B.ef. [Hi]) 

((AIB))w =. -i I" dte;,;,:(A(t),B), 

where (A(t), B) is the Kubo-Mori scalar product defi.ned a.s. 

IJJ 
(A(t), B)~ Jo d>.(A(t ~ i>.)H}, 

where {3 = 1/,T (h = kB = 1). . 
The GFs (9) and (19) are coupled I? the '"Illation 

w((AIH))w = ((AIH}}w- ((AIH}}w=ll· 

(10) .. 
(II) 

'(1:1) 

There are also following Hsefulrc·l~tions which can he oht.a.itwd ~rom't hP ddinit.ion~ (!l)-( II) 

((iAjH))w= ((AI- iiJJ)w = ((AIU})w. 

(i,4, H)=';' (A, -iii)= ([,1, H)}, 

(A,B) = -((:1IH}}:"~"' 

where i:i = id.·\fdt =[A, II]. . . .. . . 1 

By usinp; till' abov<· formulas for t.lll' dynamical spin sus;· .. pt.ibility ~"obtain 

,,,(w) =\'I- w<!>,1(w), 

·' 

: (I :I) 

( 1-1) 
( l!i) 

,. 

.(Hi) 

where \'I= \~1 (0) is the static spin susceptibility and ct>'l(w) = ((S',iiS',~))w· To calculate the 
spin-spin wlaxation.function ct>'l(w) it is c·onvenient to employ the me.mory function approach 
of Mori (s.•t•, P.p;. Jlpf. [Hi]). We .!dine> the mf'mory function M(q,w) by the eqtiation 

:\•i • 
ct>,t(w) ·= w-:- Af(q,w)/x.'l 

(17) 

To calrulat.<' till' memory function we use the equa:tion of motion ·for the relaxation 

function { 10) 
w((S~IS;;-))w ~ Xq +((iS~IS;;-))~, (18) 

' 
and similarly ((iStiS;;-))w obey the following equation of motion 

w((iS~Is;;-nw ~ (iS~,s;;-) + ((iS~I- iS,;-))w. (19) 
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.From Eq.(14) we have (iS~ ,S;;-) = {(S~, s;;-j} = 2/Vfi(S~}oq0which is zero in the paramag-
netic phase, that results · 

. I . . 
w<I>q(w) = Xq +-((iS: I- iS;;-))w· 

w 
(20) 

By introducing the z~ro order GF <I>~(w) = Xqfw we rewrite Eq. (20} as follows 

<l>q(w) = <I>~(w) + <I>~(w)Tq(w)<I>~(w} (21} 

where we have introduced the scattering matrix. 
j 

1 . . l 
Tq(w) = -:-((iS:I- iS;;-))w-· (22) 

, Xq - Xq 

By comparing (22) to the definition of the memory function (17) we get the following relation 
between the scattering matrix and the memory function · · ' 

Tq(w) = M(;,w) + M(~w)<I>~(w)Tq(w). 
Xq Xq 

(23) 

A formal solution 'of the Eq. (23) by iteration showB that the q~antity M(q,w)/Xq(w) is 
just the irreducible part of the scattering matrix which has no parts connected by the single 
zero order GF <I>~(w): 

M(q,w) = x!T~rr(w) = ((iS:I- iS;;-))~~- (24) 

Finally, the dynamical spin susceptibility in terms of the memory function can be written 
as 

M(q,w)/xq 
Xq(w) = -xqw- M(q,w)fxq. 

3.2 Mode-coupling approximation 

(25) 

First we express the memory function in terms of the irreducible current-current time
dependent c9rrelation function by using the spectral representation for the GF 

' 1 <X; • {Jw' l oo . 
M(q,w) = 2:>-qR;,_/ dw' _e. :- _ _. f dte-i"''1{J;(t)IJ:1'}'"r, 
, R;; f 271' -oo _w'(w·- w' + zr7) -oo 1 

(26) 

where the current operator in ,the site representation is defined as J; = -iS;, J,+ = iS't
' Current operator can be written as a sum-of two terms 

/ 

J; = Jf + J/ = (Si ,H,] + (s,-, HJ]. (27) 

In- Eq.(27) the first term comes from the so-called kinematical interaction which is due 
to the unconventional -commut~tion relation for the HO's operators (7). This term is pro-
portional to the hopping integral and reads as . ·' · 

j! = - "t. (x~oxo+ - x:-0 xo+) .' L sm m a , m · (28) 

4 
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f 
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) 

The second term in Eq.(27) comes from the exchange interaction between localized spins 
and ha.~ the form . · . . . . . 

J/ = 2LJ,.;.(SfS;;. ..:_ S~S~): . ' · (29) 
. .. m' • .. 

To calculate the irreducibletim:e--dependent correlation function in the right-hp.nd side 
ofEq. {26) we. employ the mode-coupling approximation in terms of an independent propa
gation of the dressed particle-hole and spin fhictuations (see, e. g.; Gotz~; et a!., [17]). This 
scheme is essentially equivalent to the self-consistent Born approximation in which the vertex 
corrections are neglected. The proposed scheme is defined by the following decoupling of the 
time-dependent ~orrelation functions: ' . ' · 

{X;;,0 (t)Xf+(t)X:0 x?-} ~ {X:;;.~(t)X?-}{Xf:"(t)X:0}, 
{Sf(t)S;;.(t)SJSi} ~ {Sf(t)Sj}(S;;.(t)Si}.: . 

(30) 

(31) 

Th~ cross-correlations like {Jfi(JJ)j) are ignored withiit the proposed approximation and 
they will be omitted. · · · · · ; ' 

By using the above defined decoupling scheme (30) and (31) and the spectral represen
tation for the GF, the memory function (26) can be written as 

M(q,w) = M,(q,w) + MJ(q,w), (32) 

where M1(q,w) isthe ~ontribution froirqh~ itinerant hole subsy~tem and reads as 
' . . . . . 

M
.( ) = ]_" '2. JJoo dw_. dw' .[ ( ~ ') _ ( )] Ak(;.;i)Ak-q(wl - w') 
t q,w N L..Jtkq 1 n Wt w n w1 ( . ) , 

· k . ~w-~+~ . 
(33) 

where n(w) = (e{J"' + 1)-1 , tkq ="tk- tk-q with tk = z(t,q + t'1~), z = 4, /q = 1/2[cosq, + 
cos qy] and~~= cos q, cos qy for 20 square lattice (the !attic~ co~tstant is taken to be unity) 
and Ak(w) = -1/7rlm({X~" X~0}}w is the one particle spectral function which is spin inde
pendent in the paramagnetic phjtse. 

The second contribution MJ(q,w,) in Eq.(32) 'comes from the localized spin subsystem 
and is given by ' . 

M (,. ) = ~" p JJoo dw dw,.;·N( _ ') _ N( )] Imxk(w;)Imxk-q(w1 -w') ( ) J q,w 
2
N_LJ kq 1 1 w1 w w1 . '( . . , +. ) , 34 · - 7r · k ' ._

00 
· ·' • . • w, W- W !I] • 

where N(w) = (e{J"' -1)-1 anq Jkq = Jk- A-q, and Jq = zJ/q· In obt~ining (34) relation 
{{S~IS~}}w = 1/2((S~IS;;-}}w »'hich is valid in the rotationally invariant system has been 
used. ,. . -- _, ; · . .· .. 

. The real, ReM(q,w), and imaginary, ImM(q,w), parts of the memory functi?n are qdd 
arid even functions of w ' respectively, and they are coupled by the dispersion' relation 

R~M(q,w) = .!_~-oo dw,ImM(q,w'l 
1r -oo W1 ....:_ w • 

(35) 

Therefore, only imaginary part of the memory functio~ should be evaluated. 
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3.3· Asymptotic behavior of X<i(~) 
Now we examine asymptotic behavior of the dynamical spin sus~eptibility. First we consider 

·the hydrodynamic limit q -t 0 and w -t 0. In this limit, ReM(q,w) being an odd function 
of w vanishes while lmM(q,w) rein~in~ fi~ite. By using Eqs.(33) and (34) we can express it 
as ImM(q,w)::::: '-Dq2 with D = D1 + DJ where · 

00 

D, = Nn: L(q'ihtk)2 lim lim J dw,n'(w1)Ak(w1)Ak-q(w1 - w), 
k w-+Oq-+0 

-oo 

DJ = 
2
N L(qV'kJk)2 lim lim j"" dw,N'(d;)lmxk(wJ)lmx~-q(w,- w), (36) 

1T w-+0 11-+U 
k -oo 

where q = qfq, V'k = dtk/dk, n'(w) = dn(w)fdw, ~nd N'(w) = dN(w)fdw. Finally in the 
hydrodynamic !'mit. the dynamical spin-susceptibility can be expressed in th~ usual form 

: (sd': Ref. (16)) as 
iiV 

X<J(w) = Xow + ilJq2 {37) 

wbPn~ h = D/yu is thP. spin diffusion codficiP.nt and Xu is the static uniform susceptibility. 
, Unlike to tbP hydrodynamic limit. in thP high energy limit, w -t = the dominant con

.· trihntion to th!' memory functions comes from the real p'art: M( q, w) ::::: rnqfw where m'l is 
th<' first nonvanishing moment in l/w PXpansion of the memory function defined as 

l •X• ' ' .'• 

m,, =-I l_mM(q,w) = ((is+,s+]) 
7r ' f) IJ o 

-oo 

Tlms. in: thP high <'Ju•rgy' limit dynamical susceJitihiiity takes the form 

2 w,, 
\q(w) = -'''wz -'w~ 

(38) 

(:I !I) 

~here w~ = m,1fy,1• Ld us not!', that. Eq. (:l!l) with ••xpn•ssions of \q a111l 111.,1 d<'rived in t.lw 
Appendix·[see Eqs. (fi2) and ({i:l)] r<'prodnn•s t.hP r<'stllt for tlw spin snsn·pt.ihilit.y oht.ainl'd 
for the t- J model in RPf. ( 12] hy 1\Y's t.lwor.v (I :1] which is <'~s<'ntially s<'lf-.-onsist.<·nt. M FL 
approximation. 

4 Self-consiste~cy of the problem 

·.The equations (25},(33), and (34) are the self-consistent integral Pqmltions for dynamical 
spin .susceptibility which is obtained by· using only modP coupling approximation. ThPsP 
equations should be solved numerically by iteration procedure. The static spin· susceptibility 
at each iteration step should be calculated by Eq. (50) with M(q,w) and ,,,(w) from 
the preceding iteration. However some ansatz for Xq(w) as the starting point of iteration 
procedure should be defined. Moreover we need to know the hole spectral function entering 
into Eq. (33) for the memory function. 
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According to well known results for hole spectral function obtained within t-J model (18] 
Ak(w) can be modeled as · . · · .. · · ·. · 

Ak(w) = Zk.S(w + i'- Ek) + A~nc(w), (40) 

/where Zk is .the quasiparticle weight for the excitatibns with the dispersion Ek in a n<trro\v 
band of the order J . . The second part A~>ic(w) is due to. the diffusive motion of holes iri a· 
broad band with bandwidth 2W (of order 8t .for 2D square lattice). Wernodelit as' · . 

Arc= N;ncO(W- IW +/~I), (41) 

. where Nine is the density of state for the incoherent continuum and it. is coupled t.o Zk by 

l 100 N ~ -oo Ak(w) :'" {X:W +X;"'} =1- ~: 
the sum r·ule 

(42) 

By using Eq.( 40) the contributimi from 'th~ hole coherer1t· motion to the imaginary pa.rt. of 
the memory function can be expressed as , 

c-c 7r "" 2 , . II(Ek-<1) -.n(Ek) _ ·· 
lmM, (q,w)=N~tk,1ZkZk-,<J. n(Ek-ck_,1 -w). 

k w. ' 
(4:1) 

To evaluate the second term in the memory function (:H) as the st.art.inp; point. for \q(w) 
one can use the MFL.expression (3!J), with m,1 and w,1 dc·lined by (!i4) awl (62), I'I'S(l<'d.ivdy. 
As a result we obtain 

.lrnM.J(q,w) = 2~ L Hk,,.{l'k:1(w) + f'k~ 1 ( _:_w)} 
• k 

. (44) 

wiiPre 
7ffk111k-fl 

- j2 - • 
Hk'.l -. kq WkWk-<t 

(.1!i ~ 

is >ill plfect.ivl' vPri.PX function and 

I , ( _) _ .{ N(u.'k)- N(Wk-·d c( _ _ ·)·- I+ N(Wk) + N(Wk-q} r( +. . ;_. )} kq w - () Wk "-'k-<1 "' () Wk Wk-q w . 
u) .w ' . . . ' 

. (46) 

Eqs.(4:l) and Eq.( 44) can· he considPrPd as t.iw. first. iteration for the memory function: 
Th .. hoi!' paranwt.•·rs Pnt.••riug into expr•·ssions (!i'l) and (fi2) form,. and Wq cart he calculatEd 
from t.hP hole spPdral f111wt.iou (40). ·WherPas 'o a111l :\: 2 defined by Eqs. (!ifi) and (64) 
should bP pvaluat.••d sdf-musist.ent.ly from the dynamical spin susc:ept.ibility (39). By using 
tlw above Pxpressious (4:l) and (44) for lmM(q,w) and the dispersion .rel;ition {35) the 
dynamical spin susceptibility withir! the first i~eration can be calculated from Eq.(?5). 

Usi11g the obtai11ed results one can evaluate the 'spin fhlctuation part of the memory (34} 
and the st~tic spi11 susceptibility (50)-(!i2) for the next iteration procedure. The iteration 
procedure should be continued 1111til the convergency will be reached .. 
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5 ' Summary 
. . 

To summarize, based on the t- J model and memory function approach we have derived a 
ge~teral representation for dynamical spin-susceptibility {25) in terms of the memory function 
(26). Our approach. is formulated in terms of HO's and therefore the constraint of no doubly 
occu.pancy is rigorously preserved. The memory fu~ction is calculated by using the equatio.n 
of motion method fo~ two-time retarded GF's [14) within the mode.coupling _approximation 
(32-34). The 'two contributions to the- memory function is obtained. The first one {33) 
comes from the itinerant hole subsystem and is due tb the kinematical interaction. The 
second one {34) comes from the localized interacting spin subsytem. In the limit of small 
concentration of doped holes the latter one gives the main contribution which describes spin 
dynamics characteristic for the. Heisenberg model. Whereas in the opposite limit of large 
hole concentration particle-hole excitations. characteristic to the itinerant magnetism' give 
the main contribution to spin dynamics. We have shown that in the paramagnetic phase 
there, are two regimes iq the spin dynamics. In the hydrodynamic limit (q -+ 0, w -+ 0) 
the spin susceptibility (37) describes diffusion· spin dynamics with the diffusion coefficient 
(36), which has essentially two contributions. While in the .high-frequency limit (w -+ oo )' 
spin-wave-like excitations described by Eq. (39) are observed. Their dispersion, Eq. {62), 
obtained in the mode coupling like ap'proximation for the equal time correlation function 

· (60) recovers the earlier MFL result [i2) obtained within the KY's [13)theory. · ' 
To compare our resl!lts withthat.obtained by diagrammatic methods we would like to 

point out. that:our approach, based on the general representation f~r the spin susceptibility 
(25), is, equivalent to summation of infinite series ~f diagrams generated by the memory 
function (26). The latter one, being calculated in the mode coupling approximation ,Eqs, 
(30) and {31 ), can be schematically represented by two loop-diagrams:. the first one of order t2 

due to the particle-hole loop and the s~cond one of ~rder J2 due to the spin fluctuation loop. 
In Ref. [8] all the contributions in the denominator of the Larkin equation are proportional to 
J and therefore disappears in the limit J =0 (U.-t oo). While in our approach contribution 
due to the first loop (for which the ki.nematical inten\:ction is responsible) remains. Whereas, 
in Ref. [7] the spin fluc~uation contribution given by our second loop is neglected while several 
other diagrams beyond our simple one-loop diagram due to th~ kinematical interaction are 
taken into account. ·· 

At present time it is difficult to justify any of discussed scheme, including our mode cou
pling approximation. To check the validity of ou~ approximation one has to solve numerically 
self-consistent ·equations and compare the obtained results with the.experimental data. This 
will be done in a forthco.ming publication. 
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Appendix 

In this Appendix we evaluate the static spin susceptibility Xq following Tserkovnikov [19], 
For this purpose, by using Eqs.{17), (19), and {20) we can rewrite the memory function or 
the irreducible part of the current-current correlation function in the following way proposed 
by Tserkovnikov [15): 

((iStl- iS~)):• = ((iStl- iS~p..,- ((iStiS~))..,((StiS~));:; 1 ((Stl- iS~))..,.. (47) 

Likewise we define the irreducible part of the force-force correlation function as 

{(i2 stW s~n:· = {(i2St]i2 s~))..,- ((i2 stiS~))..,((StiS~));:; 1 ((Stli2 s;;))..,, (48) 

and consequently the irreducible part of equal time force-force correlation function cah be 
written as · 

(i2 s:, i2s;;t· = (i2 st, i2s;;)- (i2st, s;;Hst, s.;T 1(st, i 2 s;;). (49) · 

By using Eq. (49) and identities (13)-{15) the static spin susceptibility can be expressed 

as 
([is~.s.;w (50) 

Xq = (i2S+ j2S-)_- (i2S+ j2S-)•rr 
q' q Q' q 

The first term· in the denominator-can be written.as the second moment of the dynamical 
spin susceptibility 

(i2S~,i2s;;) = ([i2st,-i5';;)) =.; 1 w2im.xq(w) i I 

(51) 

and the latter one. is equal to the second nonvanishing moment of the memory function 

(i2St,i2S~)"r =; 1 w2ImM{q,w). 

The expression (50) is an exact representation for the static spin susceptibility._ 

(52) 

However, to derive an approximate expression for Xq we start from the following identity 

([ist,sq]} = (i2st,s;;>, (53) 

We evaluate the left hand-side qf Eq. (1?3) by us.ing the commutation relation for HO's, that 
results . 

' . t t' . 
mq = ([iStiS~]} = 4zJ(l --yq){

2
Jnl + ZJn;.Xq- XI}, (54) 

with the following notations• 

and 

1 
nl = NL'Yqnq, 

q 

1 1·"" ·, 
n = N L....'Yqnq, 

q . 

nq = (X~0 X~"), 

x1 = !__ "" ... (s+ s-) , _ 1 
- 7~ N L.... ,q q q '. Aq - --. q 1--yq 

9. 

(55) 

(56) 



To calculate the correlation function in the right~·mnd side of Eq. (53) we emploY the. 
decotipling scheme which is essentially equivalent to the mode coupling approximation but 
ro~ the equal time co~re!ation function .. Due to· the unconventional commutation ·relations 
for HO's it is more convenient to use the site .. repr~~entation . . 

( ·2s·+ s-) ="' -iqR;,(·2 s··:~- s-) zq,q L..Je z., 1 , 
R;, 

where second derivative of st reads. 

'with 

i.2St' = L t;;{t;,. [Hijn + H,.;;]-: t;,. [H]in + H,.;;J} 
' . _., 

;,n 

+ L J;;{ J;n [2P;;n + n;.;;]- J;n [2P;in + nni;]}, 
j,n 

H;;n = X(0 XJ- x~+ + Xt0 (XJ0 + Xj-)X~-, 
P,;n - s;s;s:- s:s~st, 
n,;,. = sts;s:- sts;s:. 

··(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

In ohtai'ning (58) Wf' liave rieglected·terms proportional to tJ sinc:e they give no. contribution 
within tht> adopted approximation. 

In the sum (58) only two site indices can he equal. We extract those terms and by using 
tlw mult.iplicat.iotl rult>s (6) replace the product of two HO's with the same site indices by one 
operator. On n·arranging, i;1 the sum. there art> no pr~ducts of operators having the same site 
in<lin·s. Th<'wfore in all products operators can he interchanged. (Of course in the case of 
two Fermi operators one has to chai1ge the sign of the product). •Further, we substitute the 
properly rearrang<'d right-hand side ofeq. (!i8) into (!i7) and make the following decouplings 

( v~n<,•+ ·<;-) ~ ( \'~n}(<;+ c;-) (' _.J. ') 
.'\., "- 1 •" I - .'\, • 1 '• l l I) 

(sts;- s:. s1-) ~ (stsj}_(s;; .sn + (s;;.'ri)(.'''t, sn (i of i of 11). (fiOJ 

lrl the ·~bovP defined' decoupling .sdwme t.he OIH'rat.ors·on t.lw .sanw lat.t.ice sit.P is n•·v•·r 
decouplP<l. TherPforP within t.lw adopted approximation t.h<' local corrt>lations arP n·t.ain<'<L 

. In the momentum spacP the above de lined dero;ipling sdwme n•sttlts, in tlw following 
expression: 

( -2~+ · c;-l 2(s·+ "~.:·) 2 · · 
l ..... q,"-q ~wq rt'._q =w,1\q, 

where 
w~ = 4J2=2I:xd(1- ")'ql[1 + f1 + C.A,r + "hrl· 

with the following notations: 

1 { .. 1- z }' . a.'- 7] 
fi=-

1
.-

1 
X2+-.-lxr[+a.-7J, C=-

1
-

1
, 

Xr • Xr 

1 "' 2( + -x2 = N L., "Yq sq -sq ), 
q 
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(!il) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

. t 2 
2 • ' I· C ( t')~ , . .· I i • '• tt' .. , ; I · • 

a. = 2N j2 L lqnq, a. = 2N J2 Lh .. ) nq, 7] =:·.2N J2 L'")'q")'qnq, 
q q ~ fl / ' < 

. (6!i) 

and n • 
iiq = {1--- nq), n = (Xf''} (66). 

. ' _.2' ,, . 
Therefore, from Eq. (53) by using (54) and 

obtain the following representation· 
(6.1) for tt.~ s'iitic spir'r. susceptibility we: 

([ist,s;;-]} _ mq. 
Xq = w2 .- w~ 

q 

((i7) 

Essentially, the equation for static susceptibility {67) with expressions for mq (54) and 
Wq (62) coincides with that one obtained in Ref.[12] and can be evaluated self-consistently 
from the one-particle GF. 
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,lluHaMifqeCKllil CllliHOBllil· BOCllpUUMqlc 

BbJqHcnJieTcJI .uuuaMuqecKrui cnu 
napaMarHUTHOH cpa3e Ha OCHOBe cp 
onepaTopon Xa66ap.ua. ITonyqeHa c; 
cpyHKLUiii naMJITH B paMKax npu6nu)KeJ 
cpyHKU:HJI naMJITU CO.Uep)KUT BKna,[{ 1 
MarHHTHbiX cpny:KT)'aQHH flOKanHJOBa 
.uucpcpy:moHHbiH xapaKTep .B m.upo.u1 
BbiCOKoqacTOTHOM npe.uene Moryr cyme 

Pa6oTa Bhmonueua n Jia6opaTOpl 
6oBa 0115111. 
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Dynamical spin susceptibility is 
magnetic phase by applying "the memc 
operators. The self-consistent system 
obtained within the mode coupling aJ 
and localized spin fluctuations give 1 

dynamics has a diffusive character i11 
frequency region spin-wave-like excitl 
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